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Peroxidase-oxidation of a number of substrates, including heteroauxin (indolyl-3-ace-
tic acid, lAA) and NADH, at the present time is the subject of both experimental and theoret-
ical research [1-6J. The interest of researchers is due especially to the possibility of
observation in these reactions of a broad spectrum of complex dynamic regimes: trigger [2.31,
self-oscillatory with the existence of two limit cycles (large and small) [2. 4, 5] and
chaos (21. Study of the different regimes in turn is a research tool: it allows us~to con-
struct a model for the peroxidase-oxidase reaction, determining its different branches. Experi-
ments of interest from this viewpoint are those in which bistability has been observed with re- ,

spect to the inhibitor concentration in the reaction of enzymatic oxidation of lAA upon in~

hibition by a natural inhibitor of the reaction: caffeic acid [7}. The results of these ex-
periments allow us to take a fresh look at the inhibition mechanism, hypothesizing that the
substituted phenols act as free-radical traps in the given reaction and not as competing in-
hibitors of the enzymatic reaction.

The goal of this paper is to construct a mathematical model describing the bistability
in peroxidase-oxidase reactions upon action of the inhibitor, a radical trap. Ideas about
the peroxidase-oxidase process as a free-radical branched chain reaction allow us to write
the elementary steps in the formation of free radicals and their reaction with the inhibitor
in the following form:

Ie
S-4Ro, (1)

where S is the substrate to be oxidized in the peroxidase-oxidase reaction. R' is the free
radical participating in the chain reaction. I and ro are the inhibitor and its radical re-
spectively. ki are the rate constants of the corresponding reactions, The equation for re-

action (1) describes formation of free radicals R' by a nonenzymatic 1~oute; (2) describes
formation of radicals in an enzymatic branched chain reaction; (3) describes biomolecular
reaction of radicals with each other, with formation for example of the dimer R-R; (4)
describes reaction of the radical R' with the inhibitor leading to formation of the prod-
uct P and the inhibitor radical. Th~ equations for reactions (5) and (6) describe respec-
tively reduction of'the inhibitor radical (without specifying the electron donor) and
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Fig. 1. Phase portrait of the dynamic system describing the
reaction of free radicals formed during the peroxidase-ox-
idase reaction with their traps (see text for explanation),

bimolecular reaction
the inhibitor I-I.

System (1)-(6)

L"'~,"O-L"'JO' I"Jr=O-I~"'IO' a.-J,-O-IAJO' IA J,~O-'" ,--.

The square brackets indicate the concentration of the corresponding substances.

Further study of the dynamics of the system is reduced to study of the system of four
differential equations (7)-(10) and construction of the phase portrait corresponding to this
system. In construction of the phase portrait, we first of all will be interested in answer-
ing the question: Does a region of the system parameters (rate constants of the chemical re-
actions and initial conditions) exist within which. for a change in the initial inhibitor
concentration [rID in the dynamic system there is a bifurcation of the equilibrium state with
generation of three states (two of which are stable) from one equilibrium s~~te f8}. Or in
uLh4!r words. the prp'blem invol\(es detet'ttlining if it is possible to describe the experimentally
obtained bistability [7I by only systems (1)-{6). without drawing on additional chemical re-
action.

The square brackets

u ther words, the prp'blem invol\res detenrln ing if it is pass;
obtained bistability [71 by only systems (1) -{ 6}. without dr.
action,

Under the experimental conditions in [7J. the substra1
over time within the accuracy determined by the sensitivity
concentrations of the radical and the inhibitor varied byar
allows us in the following to restrict ourselves to the caSE
respect to [5J, Furthermore, considering Eq, (10), describi
in the inhibitor radical concentration, we note that in the
the term k,[I']2 can be neglected as being of the next ordeI

term k5[I'] describing reduction of the radical to the iohic
trations [I'), we also can hypothesize that the rate of redu
rate of their bimolecular reaction. since the inhibitor radi
tive particle. tending to be reduced to the molecule, Then
to a second-order system of the following form:

d(R"Udr-k1 [S] 0 + k] {S]o[R"] -k)[R"J 2 . A

d(/J/dr.. -k4 (Rl [I) t ks((J] 0 h [II)"

Further study o~.the system of differential equations
standard scheme: determtnation of the stationary points and
these points, that is, investigation of them for stability.
(11). (12) satisfy a differential equation of the form

e experimental conditions in [7]. the substrate concentration did not change
in the accuracy determined by the sensitivity of the methods used, while the
of the radical and the inhibitor varied by an order of magnitude, This fact

he foLlowing to restrict ourselves to the case which is quasisteady.state with
, Furthermore, considering &q. (10), describing the kinetics of the variation
or radical concentration, we note that in the case of a low concentration [I' J.
]2 can be neglected as being of the next order of smallness compared with the
scribing reduction of the radical to the inhibitor molecule. For high concen.
we also can hypothesize that the rate of reduction of I'i.s higher than the

bimolecular reaction. since the inhibitor radical (like any radical) is an ac-
tending to be reduced to the molecule. Then system (7)-(10) can be reduced

der system of the following form:

d[R."Jldt-kJ[S]o + k1 [S]o[R"]-k)[R'J 1 " k4{R"\[IJ. (11)

d (/Jldt.. -k4 [Rl [I) + ks([lJ 0 h [I))" (12)
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differential equations:corresponds to the following system of d
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(11). (12) was done using the
! determination of the nature of

The phase trajectories of system
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Thus the pos i tion of the stat iona ry poin ts on the phase plane (I]; [R' J is tlescri bed
by the coordinates of the points of interaction of the isoclines of Eq. (13), corresponding
to the vertical and horizontal tangents to the phase trajectories. The coordinates [R" of
the intersection points of the isoclines are a solution to the equation

kdS)o+k2(S)o{R')-k,[R-12 "ksk.dR'J[lJo/k.(R')tks. (14)

Equation (14) as a function of the values of the parameters may have one, two. or
three positive roots. In order for bifurcation of the equilibrium state to be observed in
the dynamic system. it is necessary that three stationary states appear with a change in the
initial conditions in the system. The conditions for the existence of three roots to Eq. (14)
(of which two possibly coincide) are defined by the relations:

(15)
kl{Slo <Jef(/J.,

2 06)kdSlo -t (k, (Sj 0) /4/(, > k, (I) O.

k4 ~ ~2
/(2(8)0 < -(yksll)o-ykJ(SJo) . (17)

k, ~

The next step in solution of the problem involves studying the stationary points of -'

the phase portrait for stability. The stability of the stationary points of system (11). .
(12) is determined by the stability of the given system, linearized close to the stationary
points. Investigation of the linearized system as a function of the parameters shows that
of the three stationary points. two are stable nodes while one is a saddle point.

The phase portrait describing system (11), (11) has the form presented in Fig. 1. If
there is one stationary point in the system. then it is a stable node. If there are three
stationary points in the system, then the middle point is a saddle point while the two ex-
tremal points are stable nodes.

Let us consider how, using the phase portrait obtained, we can describe the bistability
in the peroxidase-oxidase reaction upon inhibition by radical traps, For a low initial in-
hibitor concentration [1]0' conditions (15)-(17) are not satisfied. Then there is one sta-
tionary stable point in the system with a low value of (11* and a high value of [R' ]*, cor-
responding to the "no reaction" regime (Fig. la), since the rate of the enzymatic reaction
is proportional to [R' j.

With an incrkase in the initial inhibitor concentration [110, the steady-
state value of [11* increases while [R' J)'( decreases, and for some value (1)0 three sta-
tionary points appear in the system (if the parameters of the system satisfy the conditions
(15)-(17). One of the stationary states in this case is unstable while the other two cor-
respond respectively to the "reaction occursll regime and the "no reaction" regime (Fig. lb),

Upon further increase in the initial concentration of the inhibitor. the point corre-
sponding to the initial conditions goes through the separatrix and proves to be in the re-
gion of attraction of a stable state of the "no reaction" type. A change in the stable state
occurs in the system. Upon further increase in [1Jo one stable stationary state remains in
the system. corresponding to the IIno reaction" regime (Fig. Ie).

Let us then consider what the numerical values should be for the parameters of a spe-
cific chemical reaction in order for conditions (15)-(17) to be satisfied; these conditions
are necessary for the existence of bistability in the sytem. In this case, let US take 8S
the numerical values of the initial concentrations of the substances the values of the con-
centrations used in experiments on peroxidase-oxidase decomposition of IAA in the presence
of the inhibitor caffeic acid [7]: [SJo = 10-3 H. [I)o = 10-6 H. The estimates obtained
for the chemical reaction rates are: k1 < 10-8 see-I, k% = 2'103 see-I. k, < 109 H-1'sec-l.
k~ = 107 M-1'sec-I, k5 < lO6'sec-1 In this case, an upper bound for the constant k1 was es-

timated from measurement of the rate of decomposition of the inhibitor in a solution of IAA
in the absence of the enzyme. with analysis of the results obtained using 8 reduced system,
including only equations for reactions (1) and (4). The constant k2 was determined from
measurement of the rate of enzymatic decomposition of IAA. The upper limit for ks corre-

sponds to the highest possible rate for diffusion-controlled processes. For k~. we took the
characteristic value of the rate constant for the radical transfer reaction [9J. An upper
bound was estimated for the constant k5 assuming that transfer from an electron donor to
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s with nitrus1on-control1ea ~a~es. WOlle toe electron aonor concentraCl0n 15 equa~
oncentration of the substance present in the reaction mixture in the maximum amount,
.e concentration of the substrate (10-3 M). Conditions (15)-(17) for the existence
tationary stable points in the system are satisfied if we have ks C lO-3's~c-l. Via

Ison of the results obtained with the init tal estimate for (ks c 106 'sec- t). we can see

model allows us not only to describe the phenomenon of bistability but also to es-
~re exactly the rate constant for reduction of the inhibitor radical to the inhibitor

. which could not be done by the familiar methods.

.us in this paper we have constructed a mathematical model describing the experimen-
served phenomenon of bistability in the peroxidase-oxidase reaction upon its inhib-

radical traps. We have determined the region of the parameters of the problem for
e bistabiljty phenomenon occurs within this model.
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